
International Home Realty: Guide On How To
SELL Your Home
Selling your home can be a complex and time-consuming process, but it
doesn't have to be a stressful one. With the right preparation and guidance,
you can maximize your chances of selling your home quickly and for a fair
price.

1. Prepare Your Home for Sale

Declutter and Depersonalize:Remove unnecessary items and personal
belongings to create a more spacious and inviting atmosphere. Potential
buyers want to envision themselves living in the space, not you.

Deep Clean:Give your home a thorough top-to-bottom cleaning to remove
dirt, dust, and lingering odors. A clean home makes a great first impression.
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Make Minor Repairs:Fix any noticeable issues, such as leaky faucets,
flickering lights, or broken appliances. Addressing these small problems
can prevent them from becoming deal-breakers for buyers.

Stage Your Home:Arrange your furniture and décor to showcase the
home's best features and create a warm and welcoming ambiance.
Consider hiring a professional home stager for optimal results.

2. Determine Your Home's Value

Get a Comparative Market Analysis (CMA):Contact a licensed real
estate agent to perform a CMA, which compares your home to similar
properties in your neighborhood that have recently sold. This will provide
you with an estimate of your home's value.

Research Online:Use online tools like Zillow and Trulia to gather additional
information about your home's value and the local real estate market.
However, it's important to note that these estimates may not be as accurate
as a CMA.

Consider an Appraisal:If you're unsure about the value of your home, you
can hire an appraiser to provide an unbiased professional assessment.

3. Find a Real Estate Agent

Interview Several Agents:Don't settle for the first agent you find. Interview
multiple agents and ask about their experience, track record, and marketing
strategies.

Consider Their Credentials:Look for agents who are licensed, have a
proven sales history, and hold industry certifications.



Negotiate a Commission:Discuss the agent's commission rate and
determine if it's reasonable compared to the market average.

4. Market Your Property

List Your Home:Create a listing on the Multiple Listing Service
(MLS),which is the primary database used by real estate agents. Include
high-quality photos, a detailed description, and any special features of your
home.

Host Open Houses:Hold open houses to allow potential buyers to tour
your property and ask questions. Make sure to promote these events on
social media and local listings.

Use Online Marketing:Create a virtual tour of your home and promote it
on online platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and your real estate agent's
website.

5. Negotiate and Close the Sale

Review Offers:When you receive offers, carefully review them with your
real estate agent. Consider the price, terms, and any contingencies.

Negotiate:Be prepared to negotiate with buyers to reach a fair price and
terms that are acceptable to both parties.

Sign the Purchase Agreement:Once a final agreement is reached, sign
the purchase agreement and submit it to the title company.

Close on the Sale:Attend the closing to finalize the sale and transfer
ownership of your home to the new buyer.



6. Additional Tips for Selling Your Home

Price Your Home Competitively:Research the market and set a realistic
price that will attract buyers without overpricing your property.

Be Flexible with Showings:Accommodate buyers' requests for showings
as much as possible. The more potential buyers see your home, the
greater the chances of selling it quickly.

Maintain Your Home:Keep your home clean and make any necessary
repairs to ensure it's in good condition for showings and inspections.

Be Patient:Selling a home can take time, especially in a slow market. Don't
get discouraged if your property doesn't sell immediately.

Seek Professional Help:If you're struggling to sell your home on your
own, consider seeking the assistance of a real estate agent. They have the
experience and resources to help you achieve your goals.

Remember, selling your home is a journey. By following these steps and
seeking professional help when needed, you can increase your chances of
selling your home quickly, efficiently, and for a fair price.
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